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What is 'civic participation'?

What is the position and role of libraries?

Where and how?
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diversity of notions
- social
- economic
- political
- cultural

diversity of local contexts
- north
- west
- south
- east
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simple core quality

citizens creating a vital society together

diversity of domains

cultural social political economic
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empower citizens creating a vital society together

cultural social political economic
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Empower citizens creating a vital society together

‘literacies’

- Cultural literacy
- Access
- Social community health & care
- Political democratic skills
- Economic work skills financial skills
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empower citizens creating a vital society together

‘literacies’

strategic

tactical

operational

creating better quality of life with information

comprehension / information skills

reading / ICT skills
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empower citizens creating a vital society together

cultural literacy access
social community health & care
political democratic skills
economic work skills financial skills
Civic participation in libraries around in by from empower citizens creating a vital society together co-designing in networks (from product to process)
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